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307
Respondents

58% - US

27% - EU

8% - Asia Pacific

5% - Canada

1% - Africa

1% - Latin America

<1% - Middle East

55% - Sponsor

23% - CRO

9% - Vendor

8% - Consultant

3% - Other

1% - Site





13.5%

44%

15%

8%

10.5%

9%

There continues to be a 
trending increase in unique 

artifacts although the 
number of respondents 

within the 201-400 range 
remains consistent with 

prior years .  



150% Increase in all 

eTMF operations since the 
last survey!

3.5%

41.5%

54.5%

.5%



Approach to certified 
copies remains quite 

varied 



Still relatively few utilize 
eTMF for collaboration



Majority still working 
toward eTMF being 
supportive of study 

management



Majority still retaining 
some paper



The primary reasons 
listed for not filing 
blinded records in 

eTMF was related to 
not comfortable with 

risk and system 
security or workflows



COVID-19 Impact will 
continue to accelerate 

the shift 
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